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LECTURES TO SANITARY OFFICERS.
CALCULATIONS, CUBIC MEASURE-
MENTS, VENTILATION, WARMING,
AND LIGHTING.
By W. C. TYNDALE, M. Inst. C. E.
(FELLOW.)
First Lecture, delivered March 11th, 1901.
DEALIl~T(~r first with the subject of Calculations and Cubic Measure-M 7 ment, tlle lecturer said that the subject comprised five siib-heads,
namely, Enumeration or Counting; Calculation or Reckoning; ylensura-
tion or Aleasuriiig; Delineation ; Drawing ald Settinb out.
The standard units fixed in England for all calculations of mensura-
t.ion are, for extension the yard, for weight the pound, and for capacity
the gallon,. The actual standards are kept il the Houses of Parliament,
and he did not know that the public had access to them. The standards
for linear measurements would be found on the plinth of the north wall of
Trafalgar Square. There were set out there the foot, the yard, the
fathom, and tlie chain. Engineers were accustomed before going out on a
long survey to check their chains at this place.
For scientific calculation the French standards of the metre, gramme,
and litre were frequently adopted as being more adapted for small sub-
divisions and calculations than the English standards.
With regard to mensuration in order to obtain the position of a body,
there must be three measurements all at right angles one to another..
One of the measurements would be from the surface, another from one
side, and from front to rear. Mensuration resolved itself into extension,
resulting in linear extension, superficial extension, and cubic or solid
extension. Linear extension was determined by one measurement, super-
ficial by two, and solid by at least three.
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In regard to linear measurement they had to consider the relative
position of all lines forming an angle. There are 3(0 degrees in a circle,
and the inclination of one line by another is determined by the number
of degrees in the angle so formed.
The figures which ordinarily entered into the question of obtaining
areas and cubic spaces were (1) the triangle, (2) the square and other
rectangular figures., and (3) the circle. (1) The triangle is tulle only
rectangular figure the forll of which may be determined by the length
of its sides, and the lecturer gan. illustrations on the blackboard to
explain the point, and to show that this was not so with a 4-sided
figure. Tlle area of a triangle is determined by multiplying the length
of the base by half the vertical height of the figure. In the case of a
right-angled triangle the square of tlie longest. side was equal to the sum of
the squares on the other two sides. This was useful knowledge when they
had to measure a gable of which they could take the height and width
only, the side opposite the right angle could always be found by adding
together the squares of the other two sides, and by taking the square
root of their sum. The solid measurement of a triangle-or, rather, a
solid triangle-might be described as a pyramid or a cone. Tlle contents
of a cone could be ascertained by multiplying the area of the base by
one-third of the vertical height of tlle cone. (2) The square was a simple
rectangular figure, and of this and other right-angle figures the area was
determined by multiplying two sides together. With regard to other
right-lined figures, but not rectangular figures, these might always be cut
nh into triangles, the areas of which added together would give the area
of tlie Irregular figure. (’~’) As regards the circle, tlle calculations of area
and contents of a sphere were rather less simple, but if the figures
3’1416-which entered into all of tlle calculations of area, circumference.
and solidity&horbar;were remembered there would not be much trouble. The
circumferellce equals tlle diameter X that fi~ure ; the area of a circle is
the square of tlle diameter multiplied by ’7~54, which is that same figures
of 3’141G divided by 4. A solid circle or sphere equals the diameter
cubed multiplied by ’5236, or tlle same figure of 3.1416 divided by (i,
The surface of a sphere is obtained by squaring the diameter and multi-
plying it by 3’1416.
Irregular rectilinear figures, as had been said, could be divided up into
triangles and measured as described. As regards irregular figures which
were not rectilinear the method of fending the areas was to divide it up
into triangle, as in the case of rectilinear irregular figures, and to estimate
the remainder within the Irregular boundary hy another process. Il
surveying work it was usual to divide the straight line-the cord of that
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irregular boundary-into a certain number of distances, take the sum of
the ordinates or offsets and divide it by the number of spaces formed by
the ordinates. But that was only an approximation, and the nearest
approach to exactitude was that known as Simpson’s rule. This rule was
as f(,]IoNN,s:-Divitle the base line into any number of equal parts and
measure the ordinates, add together the first urclinate an(1 the last
ordinate, four times the snm of the even ordinates, twice the sum of
tlle odd ordinates and multiply the resnlt by one-third of the distance
between two adjacent ordinates. Difficult solid figures could be cut ul)
into comparatively easy ones, and the lecturer illustrated this by a
dissected wooden model of a railway cutting.
~-~~ ~- -
VENTILATION.
Passing on to the subject of ventilation, tlle lecturer said that statistics
showed that deaths were due to impurity of air more than to almost any
other causes. Tlle average mortality of tllis country increased with
tolerable regularity with the density of the population. There are other
causes in connection with the density of population, such as less clean-
liness, overcrowding, and insufficient food; but when all these things were
allowed for there is no doubt tllllt Impure air is one of tlle greatest, if not
the greatest, cause of mortality. Impure air aggravated other diseases
which might, perhaps, otherwise be easily combated.
The first thing to consider was the composition of the element with
which they were clealin~-namely, the air. Air is composed of oxygen io
the proportion of 2m).t> parts per thousand volumes, nitrogen 7~JO, and
carbonic acid about ’4. Of all the components, oxygen is certainly the
most imhortaut, for without oxygen life would not continuc. Nitrogen is
only a carrier, or a diluter of the oxygen, so that it might not be inhaled
in too great proportions; the amounts mentioned were those usually found
in the open country. In mountainous regions the air contained a rather
Higher proportion of oxygen, while in densely populated districts a less
amount of oxygen is found, with carbonic acid gas in varying proportion.
Besides the gases mentioned, there are other constituents of the uir-
namely, watery vapour, which varies in quantity according to the
temperature, a warmer atmosphere being capable of holding in suspension
more vapour than a cold atmosphere. There was also ammonia, minute
organic matter, and other Impurities from which the air was not often
quite free.
It was not known exactly what amount of saturation was most conducive
to the health of human beings, but it was generally acknowledged that from
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li5 to 75 per cent. of saturation should be maintained. Impurities of air arc
vaporous gases and solid particles, many of which it was impossible to
detect by any one sense. Some might be recognised by the taste or smell,
but if the impurities were constantly to remain in the atmosphere our
sense of smell would be blunted. It was within their own experience that
when they went into a crowded room in which a bad smell was particularly
noticeable at first, the perception of it would in time wear off, showing that
the sense of slnell had been blunted. It was therefore necessary when
examining the atmosphere by the sense of smell to have constant recurrence
to the outer air in order to preserve the sense. Impurities which are
being constantly thrown off into the air are by natural action being
carried away. Purifying action takes place by winds and by rain, which
carry down certain gases into the earth, for instance, carbonic acid gas
is carried down in this way with very 
. 
great benefit to agriculture.
Substances which are floating in the air are wafted away or fall by
gravitation, and organic matter is oxidisell or burnt uh ; llature by this
means is constantly purifying the atmosphere. There was one other
means of purification&horbar;namely, by plant life. The vegetable world
exercised a marvellous influence in tllis way by absorbing carbonic acid
gas. The provision of open spaces in towns not only prevents, in some
measure, the production of foul impurities into the air, but at the same
time ensures their being removed in some degree by the plant and
vegetable life grown iu those open spaces. The solid Impurities of the air
are generally found to consist of finely powdered dust from the roads,
pollen, vegetable matter, minute insects and bacteria. In addition to this
within doors, fibrous matter was found from carpets, furniture and clothes,
with bits of human hair, exhalations from the body, all making a very
considerable list. They knew how a ray of sunlight through a hole in a
shutter or chink in a wall would reveal the existence of these particles
floating in the air which were invisible otherwise.
Gaseous impurities in the air were the most important. There was
first carbonic acid or carbon dioxide, known by the symbol of CO2,
There was also carbon monoxide or carbonic oxide. Marsh gas or car-
buretted hydrogen, compounds of sulphur, chlorine, nitrogen, phosphorous,
and organic vapours. These gases are given off into the atmosphere from
underground sources by putrefaction, and by the products of combustion,
and by anilnal life.
Carbonic acid was found in crowded rooms in excess of the usual
proportion of ’4 per thousand, and this excess was always due to respiration
or to combustion, lighting or heating agencies. The amount of carbonic
acid given off by an individual, a man in full vigour, is from 72 to 75 per
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cent. of a cubic foot per hour; a woman gave off rather less, and a child
less still. As an average it may be taken that ’6 of a cubic foot, per
head, per hour, is the amount of carbonic acid given off by a mixed
community. As regards the carbonic acid given off by lights, the
combustion of a cubic foot of gas would give off about .5J of a cubic foot
of carbonic acid gas.* An ordinary lamp of the same illuminating power
would give rather a less amount, but the innocent looking candle was
perhaps a greater offender than either. Carbon monoxide was clliefly
derivable from imperfect combustion. It was very poisonous, one-half
per cent. producing poisonous symptoms, while one per cent. is generally
fatal. Fortunately this gas was not as abundant as carbonic acid..
Organic matter was given off by the skin and lungs of human beings, but
the precise amount of organic matter these produced had never been
determined : it consisted of small particles of fatty and other organic
matter. Some special diseases were due to impurities in the atmosphere,
and these were generally found to attack the respiratory organs, such as
those of catarrh or bronchitis. Many trades were particularly liable to
forms of diseases, lung diseases being particularly prevalent among these
grinders, button makers, copper smiths, tin-plate workers, potters, and
others, a more exact knowledge of this portion of the subject was greatly
needed. A general result of impurities in the air were lassitude and
unfitness for business; the lecturer mentioned a case in which the staff of
a Government Office was continually affected in this way simply because
the ventilation was not properly provided for.
The term &dquo; ventilation &dquo; had a wide meaning, but for their purpose it
could be restrictcd to the meaning of keeping air pure, as far as possible,
in dwellings or occupied rooms. First they had to determine the quantity
of air required, and then the method by which that quantity could be
supplied. The carbonic acid produced by persons breathing was not in
itself very dangerous, and this gas, except in large volumes, did not have
much effect on health, but inasmuch as carbonic acid is in constant ratio
with other impurities, more especially, with organic matter due to respira-
tion, it is taken as a gauge of the impurity generally. They had then to
consider the standard to be adopted for permissible impurity. It was
obvious from what had been said that the air in an inhabited room could
not be as pure as the air outside, and therefore additional impurity must
be allowed, but the question is what should be the limit? Prof. De
Chaumont found from a great number of observations that a fair idea of
* At the lecture 2 cubic feet was stated as the amount, and this incorrect figure
occurs in some of the text hooks ; but, at the request of the lecturer, ’5 of a cubic foot,
which he finds to be the correct amount, has been inserted here.
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the condition of the atmosphere might be determined 11~’ the sense of
smelt. It was found that organic matter was thus perceptible when ’2
parts per thousand of carbonic acid had been added to the normal outside
air. It had therefore been tal;cn that this amount of imhurity was
permissible in indoor atmosphere. If therefore a person contributed Oi
parts of C02 per thousand, it would be necessary that he should have
3,000 cubic feet of air per hour in order that the permissible limit of -2
parts added CO~ should not be exceeded. This amount of course very
many in the community did not obtain. They shoulcl also remember thc
amount of vitiation of atmosphere produced hy light. For every cubic
foot of gas burnt about 1,~s0(1 cubic feet of fresh air should be added to
that supplied to the individual. A gas burner consuming three feet of gas
per hour would represent approximately an additional three persons occu-
the air space. 1’llis was a fact of which everyone was not aware.
The moisture of the air had F111 important bearing on the subject, aud
in this connection they llad to consider the relation which the warmth of
the body bears to the different temperatures. Body heart was kept up by
the food we consume and the oxygen we breatlle ; the heat is given off
through the breath, through conduction into bodies or matters ill
contact with the skin, and by evaporation from the skin. In moist cold
air, while evaporation is checked, conduction and radiation due to the
moisture would be much increased and a sense of cllill created. In moist
llot air evaporation is checked, but in addition uo radiation or conduction
takes place from the skin, so that a sense of oppression is felt. In a case
of a moist atmosphere with moderate temperature the equilibrium seems
to be struck between checking the evaporation from the sl;in and in the
conduct.ion of heat from the body, so that a feeling of comfort is percei,&dquo;ed.
Seventy-five per cent. of saturation was an allowable degree of moisture.
It was found that to prevent excessive moisture about 3,000 cubic feet of
air per hour should be supplied, so that similar results were arrived at as
regards tlle amount of air required, both by the carbonic acid test and the
moisture test.
Bow how could the required amount of fresh air best be supplied in
order to maintain a given degree of purity ’? Consideration must first be
given to the space through which the air had to pass, and the rate at which
the air should be passed through that space without producing discomfort.
The larger the space tulle less frequent, of course, would be the necessity
for renewing air, and vice vel’sa. The difficulty, however, was not ill
regard to tlle general movement in the space, but as to tlle speed witll
which the air passed through the openings. It had been estimated that in
’ 
, 
.
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order to avoid draughts the rate through the inlets should not exceed three
feet her second. In our climate under ordinary conditions of temperature
it was found that the air of a room cannot be cliaiige4 more than three
times per hour without causing a draught, so tllat if a person was to have
3,000 cubic feet per hour the space must have a capacity of 1,000 feet.
Judged from these standards the ordinary room occupied by the labouring
classes was deplorably deficient. This was thoroughly recognised by
sanitarians, and the law alsn recognised it. Certain regulations were )aid I
down fur the 111i nimum amount to be observed. The London Sehool
Board required 1~0 cubic feet of air space for each scllolar ; Board
Schools under the Educational Act only 80 cubic feet. In common
lodging houses the limit required is 300 feet ; under the Factories
and Workhouses Act 250 feet in tlie daytime and 400 feet during
overtime. The amount for schools appeared to be low, but it must
be remembered that these buildings were not occupied all day or for
prolonged periods. In barracks 600 cubic feet were allowed, in hospitals
2,noo feet, in army hospitals 1,200 to 1,600 feet. In making these calcu-
lations it was not usual to reckon more than 12 feet lll height, because as
the height increased the area would decrease, aud it would be possible to
have a ridiculously small amount of floor space with a very great height;
moreover, it was not usual to find windows high enough to give any
ventilation to a height above 12 feet.
Tulle next point, therefore, was the distribution of air, the object being
that tlle air should be equally diffused at all points. Motion was imparted
to air by either natural or artificial movement. Natural ventilation was
brought about by diffusion, winds, and temperature. ’Vith regard to
diffusion, the tenclenc3- of air was in all cases to diffuse or spread itself so
as to equalize the density of the atmosphere. The amount of diffusion
taking place in a room is considerable. This was not realisecl in olden
days when it was considered that gases of a greater specific gravity would
lie below those of a less specific gravity, or that tlle denscr gases, such as
carbonic acid, lay at the bottom of a room. For this reason our great-
grandfathers had their beds about four feet from the ground. Now
diffusion of air would tal;e place through ordinary chinks and liules, but
the diffusion thus taking place through walls and closed windows was not
sufficient to purify a room, and the organic matter and other impurities
were not to be moved by diffusion. The outer atmosphere is an important
agent in this latter work. There was nearly always sufl=’lcient movement
in the outer air to cause pressure on one side of the building and a slight
vacuum on the other side, so that diffusion of air into tlle building
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resulted. But on the whole the movement in the outer atmosphere could
not be considered a reliable means of ventilation. The action of the wind
may doubtless be considerably utilised by contrivances-by cowls and
other means-and fresh air secured, as was the case with the great air
funnels on board ship, which not only let the air into the holds and
cabins, but extracted the bad air from them. By means of a vane
placed on the top of a cowl it could be made to face the wind or turn
away from it. Movement was also due to temperature; winds them-
selves were caused by the fact that in one part of the country the tem-
perature of the atmosphere was higher than in another. The tendency of
warmer air is to expand and rise, the cooler air nowing in to take its place.
Means of ventilation by difference of temperature could be best employed
in cold climates, but in tropical countries, where the air was warmer
outside than inside the buildings, no movement would take place. In this
country the movement of air due to difference of temperature is fairly
reliable as a means of ventilation. Special attention had to be given to
the arrangements for the admission of fresh air and the emission of foul
air. In the case of ventilation by difference of temperature, very little
objection could be taken to the position of an outlet provided it was
high up, but it was desirable when possible to accelerate the emission of
air by placing the outlet in a warm position, such as against a chimney.
In barrack construction and in new buildings it was always customary
to huild an extra flue for each room by the side of those rooms, ter-
minating in air bricks at the top. With regard to inlet flues greater
care had to be exercised. The natural tendency of the Incoming air is to
keep at a low level, especially if introduced through the openings at a high
velocity. It was desirable, therefore, that such inlets should be above the
heads of the occupants, and that the orifices should be arranged so as
to give an upward direction to the incomin~ air, and to assist by their shape
in tlle diffusion inside the building. Many contrivances to ensure tllis
movement had been devised, the principal ones being the Tobin tube, the
Sherringlam Inlet Valve, and the Hinckes Bird method. The lecturer
then explained a little apparatus showing that if air was sent into a room
through holes improperly formed draughts would be created and the air
would not be disused. It was necessary to remember in connection with
ventilation tubes to avoid angles, as these reduced the movement of the
air. It was hardly necessary to mention in connection with outlet shafts
that the chimney of a room constitutes an important means of ventilation.
So Important were they that bye-laws had been made to prevent bedrooms
being constructed without them.
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Dealing with arti,~’lcial ventilation, the lecturer proceeded to explain
various devices for extracting vitiated air from buildings, and for forcing
fresh air into them. One convenient method was by heating the air at
the bottom of shafts and so Inducing an upward current, but this was not
possible in all places, and mechanical ventilation, depending on the prin-
ciple either of extraction or propulsion, had to be adopted. The system of
. extraction was sometimes called the &dquo;vacuum&dquo; systein as against the
&dquo; plenum&dquo; system, which is the name given to ventilation by propulsion.
In the vacuum system appliances were so placed as to draw off the vitiated
air through shafts and other openings. Motive power for effecting tulle
object was supplied in numerous ways, but now that the electric current
was becoming general, a simple means of extraction of air by fans was
available. These would now be often found in such places as hospitals,
factories, smoking rooms, and places where there were large assemblies of
people. The vacuum system, however, only insures the vitiated air being
drawn off; it does not insure the supply of fresh air from definite and
selected sources where it can be cooled or heated and purified. The
supply air may flow through every opening into a room, whether it be a
desirable source or not. The plenum system acted in exactly the opposite
direction to the vacuum. It blew tlle air into buildings instead of
extracting it. This method llad tlle advantage that air could be drawn
from a selccted position free from smells; tllat it could be purified and
controlled as to moisture and temperature; that it could be forced at any
desired rate into the rooms or buildings and cause the vitiated air to
escape through doorways, windows, and other openings which, under
the other system, might let in Indifferent air. In this way, the plenum
system seemed to be superior to the vacuum. The lecturer briefly
referred to Mr. I-lenman’s ventilation of the new hospital at Birmingham,
this being an adaptation of the plenum system.
As regards the various methods of ventilating, they might, however,
conclude in this, as in the case of most other things where more than
one system can be adopted, that no one system is suitable for all cases.
In domestic rooms the ventilation affurded by openings, doorways, and
windows, and by the extraction of bad air by flues, satisfactory ventilation
could by care and attention be ensured, but for large buildings something
more than ordinary means of this character llacl to be devised, and it
would rest witli the engineer or architect to select those means wllich
were most readily available, or which, after due consideration of the
conditions involved, seemed to be the most suitable.
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Second Led/we, (7elit,e?,ed ilfa?,(.-7i 12tlt, 1901.
The Lecturer commenced 1~3~ showing a number of diagrams illustratin,e
of the means of llatllral and artificial ventilation explained in the first
Lecture.
Fig. 1 represents a frame containing mica
, 
. flap valves. This is generally inserted in the
front of a chimney flue near the ceiling of
a room to act as an outlet for vitiated air.
In the illustration the back vicw is shown
that the arrangement of the valves may be
understood. h~IG. 1.. MiCA FLAP.
Fig. 2 shows an ordinary wooden shaft used in Barrack-rooms for the
’ 
escape of foul air. In some cases where these shafts are used a gas jet is
placed below so as to warm the air and cause an upward tendency at all
times. The inlet for fresh air is shown too high up in the roum.
..... 
~~ ....... 
’.
FIG. 2. FIG. 3.
. Fig. 3 shows a hollow beam with a perforated bottom, open to the
outer air on opposite sides of a room. The division in the middle has the
effect of defecating the incoming air downwards, so as to mix it with the
air of the room before it finds its way out again through the openings on
the other side of the division.
Fig. 4 sliows tubes of different heights which effect the same object
as Fig. 3. ,
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r IG. 4. 
, 
~~ 
r IG. 5. 
Fig. 5 shows openings near the ceiling fitted witli valves, one of which
gives a dispersing effect to the incoming air, while the other prevents
its too rapid exit.
j FIG. l),
Fig. 6 is a larger scale drawing of the valves, known as Sierringham
valves.
. 
Fig. 7 shows an arrangement whereby outlet ventilation is assured by
_ 
means of a special gas lamp placed near the ceiling. The products of tlie
combustion of the gas are also carried off with the air of the room. This
system is also applied in connection with the lamps of several well-known
lamp manufacturers.
Fig. 8 slows an adaptation of the arcliiiiiedeaii screw to induce outlet
ventilation. In this case the wind catches the gills on the external portion
of the cowl and causes it and the screw to revolve.
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FIG. 7.
~TE1~THA11~I’S VENTILATING GAS LAMP.
Fit. 8.
ARCHIMEDEAN SOREW
VENTILATOR.
Fig. O shows an Ellison air inlet brick which may be built in the wall ;
tlle smaller ends of the openings being placed outwards. The effect of the
bell mouthing of the holes is to diffuse tlle incoming air.
FIG. n. FIG. 10.
ELLISON’S AIR BRICKS. ELLISON’S AIR INLET.
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FIG. 11.
I~OBW 1RTH’8 AIR INLET.
FIG. 12.
ELLISON’S VENTILATOR.
Figs. 10, 11 and 12 show other arrangements for diffusing the air.
Fig. 13 shows the simple method adopted by Mar. l-Iinckes Bird for
admitting fresh air at a proper level and with an upward and diffusing
tendency. The bar at the bottom may be movable or may be fixed to
give permanent ventilation. >
~ ’ 
FIG. 13.
HiNCKES BIRD.
FIG. 14.
ToBrrr’a TUBE.
Fig. 14 is a representation of a &dquo; Tobin tube,&dquo; which gives an upward
direction to the incoming air and delivers it at a heights above the
ordinary lieacl level. A throttle valve is usually provided in it to regulate
the amount of Incoming air.
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Fm. 16.
~1üSGnAYE’S VENTILATING
STOV E.
FIG. 17.
GEuH,GE’:::; OALOHIGEN STOVE.
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Fig. 15 represents a ventilating grate so contrived that fresh air may
be brought to the back of it so as to impinge on the firebrick, and pass off
warmed tlirough a flue provided to an opening near the ceiling. The
shaded curve lines represent the circulation of the air within the room
before it gradually passes up the chimney.
Figs. 16, 17 and 18 represent coal and gas stoves constructed to stand
independently of any brick setting, and containing air flues and spaces to
be connected by a tube with tlle outer air. In tliis way the air within the
structure is warmed and on passing into tlle room is succeeded by other
air from outside so that not only is ventilation induced but the incoming
air is conveniently warmed.
FIC~. 18.
BOND’S ENTHERMIC STOI-I,,.
FIG. 19.
Fig. 1 J shows an electrically driven fan to be used either for the
extraction of foul air or the propelling of fresh air. In the first case it
would be fixed at the bottom of an outer flue or shaft, or even in an outer
wall or window to act on the &dquo;vacuum&dquo; principle. When used for
propulsion it would be fitted up in connection with warming or cooling
and cleaning apparatus, and all the ramifying flues associated with a
Plenum system of ventilation.
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~ 
PRISON VENTILATION JEBBSSYSTEM
The lecturer then proceeded to consider the subject of warming and
lighting.
There were two theories as to the nature of heat, viz., the material
theory and the mechanical theory. By the material theory of lieat, heat
was considered to be a substance without weight which surrounded the
molecules of the body, and by its attraction for other matter and repulsion
for its own particles could readily pass from one body to another. That
idea is now exploded. The present accepted theory is the mechanical one,
viz., that heat is a condition due to vibratory motion among tlle con-
stituents of a body in which every molecule is believed to have motion in
some particular direction. The temperature of a body signified the intern-
sity of its heat,.
The distribution of licat is effected by conduction, radiation, and con-
vection. The rate of conduction differed greatly in different substances.
Those which allowed a rapid now of heat through their particles werc
called good conductors, and those wliieh allowed a slow were known as
bad conductors and sometimes as non-conductors. Good conductors
are metals, among which copper is perhaps the best, then iron and
lead. Sucll things as water, bricks, and wood, were not so good,
while fibrous materials and wool wcrc still worse, and air was perhaps the
worst conductor of all. Many substances on account of their non-con-
ducting properties are used to retain heat within other substances, or to
prevent it from passing where not required. They were all acquainted
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with the simple example of conduction in the case of the handle of a tea-
. 
pot~ and would recognise the use of the rings of wood which were generally
inserted in the handle next to the pot in preventing the transmission of
heat by their non-producting properties. The covering of steam pipes
and boilers by fibrons substances was an example of the use of a non-
conducting material, and the doubling of windows so as to have a space of
confined air was a practice which showed how air might be used in the
same way.
With regard to radiation, they knew that radiant heat was not trans-
mitted by the air. It passes through the air without affecting it.
Experiments have shown that radiation will take place through a vaCUU1ll
just as well as it does through air. Radiant heat is supposed to be con- ’
veyed by ether, a thin and subtle element which pervades all space, which
is set in motion, and convevs the motion of one body to another. That is
the theory of radiation of heat. The amount of radiation from a body is
not due to the material of which that body is composed, but to the nature
of tlle surface of it. Bright and transparent objects will not radiate so
well as dull objects. An ordinary 11’011 pipe as it comes out. of tulle mould
with its dull exterior radiates its heat to a much greater extent than if the
same pipe was llolished. A glass tube would radiate very little; the best
radiating surface is perhaps that produced by dull lamp black.
On convection of heat one or two points had to be mentioned. Convec-
tion may be due to expansion, whether it is of air or water. This could be
illustrated by putting water into a bottle and applying a light underneath,
when tlie heated particles would immediately begin to ascend, while the
colder would descend. If anything were to be put into tlle water of a
flclcculent nature, it would be seen tllat the particles would ascend and
descend, and create what is known as a circulation. Water is unlike air
in that it has this peculiarity, that when its temperature falls below 38&dquo;
F., instead of contracting and falling, it begins to expand again. How-
ever, temperatures as low as 40° in connection with the subject of heating
did not concern them; he only mentioned it as an interesting fact in coii-
nection with tlie subject of collection.
Of tlle various applied methods of warming, a good illustration was the
domestic fireplace. This warmed chiefly by radiation, although heat was
also given out from it by conduction and convection. For instance, while
we are warmed cllieflv by radiation from the fire, the hot gases are passing
up the flue, the brickwork becomes warm by conduction, and that in turn
warms the air, which by convection, or by conduction and circulation, warms
the whole room. Radiant heat warms the walls and the furniture, it does
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not warm the air; but the air gets warm from the walls and furniture,
and for this reason radiant heat is perhaps the very best and pleasantest.
But inasmuch as the power of radiant heat is exetcised inversely as the
square of the distance it is only suited for small rooms; its power is not
exerted sufficiently far to warm big rooms. It is more pleasant to have
warm walls with cool air than to have the air warm and the walls cold.
Many no doubt had experienced tlle unpleasant feeling of sitting in a
large hall which had suddenly had its air raised to a considerable tempera-
ture, but whose walls were cold. There was a feeling of a draught on the
side next the wall, which was due to the room having been warmed not by
radiated heat, but by convected heat; the walls were cold while the air
was warm. The sensation of a draught is due to radiation from a body to
a cold surface-colder than the body-or it is by conduction into the
colder air which is impinging on the body. Sitting by a closed window on
a winter’s day, although that window may be absolutely air-tight, there
was often a feeling of draught. This feeling was either caused by
the air being cooled by the window and descending in a cold shower, or
else radiation was taking place from the body to the cold window.
The open fireplace was an extravagant method of heating a room, but
it was a simple one, and therefore popular; at the same time it formed an
excellent ventilator on account of its large open flue. Experiments showed
that the velocity of the air passing up a chimney varied from three to five
feet per second, according to the intensity of the heat in the grate, and
when it was remembered that ordinary flues were nearly one square foot
in area, it would be seen how large a volume of air was extracted from a
room by the ordinary open fireplace. Next to the fireplace tlle close stove
might be mentioned. This was an apparatus from which there was less
radiation and more convection. A stove gave nlore heat by convection
because the air played all round it. In the case of stoves there was the
possibility of t1e iron getting too hot, in which case the organic matter in
the air is burnt, producing a most unpleasant smell. In selecting a stove
it was desirable to see that there were means of preventing this. Moist
stoves were lined with fire bricks to ensure their not becoming too hot.
There were many kinds of stoves; some were provided with air clucts
through tllem, in order that they might form a meals for supplying
warmecl fresh air. These were useful improvements, and there was a
large class of them. Then there were stoves with gills or flanges standing
out from their sides in order that a larger surface might be exposed to
the air, and that they might give off their heat more readily to tlie
atmosphere. Gas fires might be considered to rank with stoves ; they
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were often used because they were clean and ready to hand when wanted,
but they were extravagant. Frequently gas stoves are offered for sale
which are without any flue for carrying off the products of combustion.
Consideration of what the products of combustion were, as previously
explained, would show how very dangerous such stoves were. It could
not be too strongly impressed upon everyone that no gds fires should be
allowed to be used without a flue to carry away the products of combus-
tion, One of the rules of The Sanitary Institute with regard to stoves in
connection with its Exhibitions is, that no gas stove pretending to do with-
out a flue should be admitted for exhibition. Oil stoves, which have come
iuto use since the cheapening of petroleum, are useful for cooking, and
they were also used for heating, but a large quantity of oil was consumed.
They form a convenient apparatus for temporarily warming a room, but
before a room is occupied when warmed in this way the stove should be
removed and the windows should be opened, in order that there might be
a good blow through. In these circumstances there might be no harm in
the arrangement, otherwise, knowing what we did as to he vitiation of
the air by combustion, oil stoves should not be allowed without a flue to
them. Even with a good flue to them, however, gas and oil stoves did not
constitute such a good ventilating arrangement as an open grate.
With regard to heating with hot pipes, this might be effected either by
steam or hot water. The heating of pipes by steam is not very popular
for several reasons. There was the difliculty of maintaining a uniform
temperature throughout the system, and arrangements had to be made for
carrying away the water produced by the condensation of the steam ; there
was also perhaps a remote chance of some explosion taking place. Steam
was an extravagant method of heating, and would only be adopted where
steam was installed on the premises for other purposes.
The system of heating by hot-water pipes depended for its efficiency
on the circulation of hot water throughout the pipes. It was effected
either by 11 low pressure &dquo; or 11 high pressure.&dquo; There was generally a
boiler or heat generator in the lowest portion of the building, with a
general circulatory system of pipes for flow and return, namel3-, one main
pipe passing through the building to the highest point, and then returning
back to the boiler ; thus the heat is circulated by the tendency of the
warm water to rise, and to fall as it gradually becomes cool. In connec-
tion with this main circulating system, coils are provided at places where
special heat is desired. These usually have an inlet pipe connected with
the main flow pipe, and an outlet connected with the return pipe, so that
a. little sub-system is devised. By an ingenious little connection, how-
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ever, the water in these coils can now be made to circulate with both ends
attached to the same pipe, so there is no necessity to have the flow and
return pipes of the main system close together. The application of this
principle of a sub-system was practically unlimited, 1)ut it was necessary
that there should be no such thing as any deep depression in the main
system; that is to say, if an ascending column suddenly was taken (town
under a floor, or in order to avoid a passage or staircase, the circulation
would be interrupted and perhaps altogether checked, so that drawbacks
of this character were to be avoided. Pipes in connection with a low-
pressure system are generally of large diameter in order that an amount,
of heart may be given off, equal to that given off b3- the smaller pipes of
the high-pressure system.
Under the high-pressure system pipes of small diameter were used, but
the very much greater heat obtained from them nlade up for the deficiency
in tlle heating surface as compared with the low-pressure system. With
the low-pressure system water is considerably below boiling point, namelv,
212‘’ F., while in the high-pressure system the temperature is often far
above boiling point, and may even reach to over 300°. Some might
wonder how water could be raised above the temperature at which steam
was given off. When steam is given off into the atmosphere. tlle water
never rises above 212’’, but directly the steam is confined as in a boiler, or
if steam is prevented from being produced by excluding all air space, the
water could be raised to a much greater temperature than 212°. In
the case of the high-pressure system all the air is forced out, the system is
filled absolutely with water, and no steam is allowed to be produced. An
expansion valve is provided to allow for the expansion and contraction of
the water, but the water is heated up just as though it were a solid body
instead of a liquid one. No boiler as a rule was used, hut a coil of pipes
was provided inside a furnace whence the now and return system were
taken. The lecture-room of The Sanitary Institute was heated in this
manner, and in an adjacent corridor could be seen the furnace lined with
a coil of pipes.
Another system for heating by Ilot water llad recently been introduced,
which was based on a similar principle to the high-pressure system.
Neither the high-pressure system lor the low-pressure would allow of dips
being made, and therefore there was some difficulty in heating partly
separated blocks of buildings and floors of different levels from one
central place. A new system had therefore been devised, and in this the
hot water was made to travel very much as our blood travels, viz., it is
forced to circulate, it is pumped round. The pumps send the hot water
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round the whole circulatory system, and the speed and, consequently, the
heat can be regulated as required. This s3-stem is known as the A’court
Binney system. It has been installed in one or two big buildings, viz., in
the Carlton Hotel and in other places, and it is said works satisfactorily.
The advantages were that it could be carried up one building under a
corridor, down into another block, and so on, and there seemed to be no
limit of distance or levels to which it could be carried.
In connection with all hot-water pipe systems, special provision should
be made for the admission of fresh air. This is frequently effected by
the provision of a flue at the back of a coil communicating with the outer
air, the air being admitted by small apertures, so that it may Impinge on
the coils of hot pipes and become warmed. In places where coils are not
against the outer walls, tubes arc taken from the outer walls under floors
or along ceilings to the coils, against which the air is admitted as above
described. They might accept as axiomatic that in every large building
there should be no ventilation without means of heating, and no heating
without ventilation; a system which combined the two processes would be
the most suitable for large buildings. ,
LIGHTING.
Dealing with the question of light, the lecturer proceeded to point out
that this subject might be looked upon from two points of view, namel3-,
its lighting effect and its hygienic effect. With regard to the latter
natural light had been proved over and over again to be a wonderful
purifier and destroyer of noxious germs. Ordinary daylight was invalu-
able as a means of illuminating. It found its way into all nooks and
corners, and did much that artificial light could not. Buildings could not
be considered to be properly constructed unless provided with a natural
light which admits of some portion of direct sunlight at some time of the
day passing into them, and no room could be considered sufficieiitly lighted
unless some portion of the sky could be seen from its windows. It was
hardly necessary to say that there were a great number of dwellings among
the poorer classes which did not comply with this condition. In cases where
daylight could not enter a room reflectors were used to direct the daylight
into dark rooms. Want of light was frequently aggravated by insutficient
window space. The law stepped in in certain cases, and insisted that houses
should be provided with a certain amount of window space. The London
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Building Act insisted that the window space should equal one-tenth. of the
nooring area. In certain circumstances the position of a window was
very important. When writing it was always desirable that light should
come in over the left hand, and the regulations of the Education Depart-
ment went so far as to insist upon this. It was also desirable that the
light should come in from that side of the room which prevented a shadow
being thrown on to the desk or table, so that the eyesight might not be
unduly strained. No doubt quite the nicest light for a room came down
from a skylight direct from the heavens, but it was not always the best
to use, as the shadow of one’s head would fall upon the paper on which a
person was writing. Natural ligllt appeared to be colourless, but, as a
matter of fact, it might be divided into three primary colours-recl,
green, and purple. We could not distinguish them in an ordinary way,
but scientific experiments shewed that these were the colours which make
up ordinary daylight,. The artificial light whicll most nearly approached
natural light was, of course, the be.st. Green was the colour most restful
to the eye, and perhaps that was the reason Providence had clothed tulle
earth to such a large extent in that colour.
Artificial light is caused by the incanclescence of a substance due to
heat. All artificial light unti.1 recently was obtained by the combustion
of hydro-carbons, from either oil or grease. The artificial light, like tulle
natural light, must be considered from more than one point of view,
namely, as to its intcnsity, direction of its rays, etc. As to intensity, that
light was the most convenient which could be iucreasecl if necessary, but
artificial light never nearly approached natural light in intensity, and it
had no purifying effect on the atmosphere, but generally acted the revere
way by vitiating the atmosphere. The electric light. of which lie would
speak later on, was more or less of an exception.
In former times the candle was the only means of producing arti-
ficial light, but light for light the ordinary candle was a greater vitiator
of the atmosphere than tlle oil lamp, but tlle oil lamp, on the other
hand, was dangerous on account of its liability to explode. The low
flash oils used by the poorer classes were very dangerous, and were also
greater vitiators of the atmosphere. Really gas, light for ligllt, was a
greater vitiator of tlie air than oil, and gave off a number of injurious
products, but it was a very convenient liglit, and the degree of danger as
compared with oil rendered it more popular than oil. In addition to this
it gave off a large amount of heart whicll was considered comfortable by
people who could not afford to keep up big fires. Concert lialls and places
of that sort, now-a-days, were usually lit by electric light, but the iitro-
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duction of the electricity had stirred up the gas companies, and we now
have a greater amount of light from the incandescent mantles, which
produced something like 30 to 50 per cent. more light, from the same
amount of gas, than the ordinary burners. Comparing candles, oil and
gas, it might be stated that two candles, one moderate lamp, and one
cubic foot of gas per hour, each consumed as much oxygen and gave off
as much carbonic acid gas as one person. In concluding, the lecturer
again referred to electric light, and said the superiority of tliis method of
lightning over all others could not be questioned. It did not add impurities
to the atmosphere, it did not consume any oxygen, and the amount of heat
it imparteel was inconsiderable. Electric light more nearly approached to
natural light, and with experiments made it was shown that plants will
grow under it, and that even fruit will ripen. At present the electric
light was appareiitly more costly than other means of lighting, but if it
were possible to estimate in pounds, shillings, and pence, the saving in
health, the decrease ill dirt and saving to fabrics, as compared with other
means of light, especially gas, it would doubtless bc possible to show that
the electric light was in the end the cheapest.
In conclusion, the lecturer said that he regretted that the time allowed
for dealing with the various subjects about which he had had the pleasure
of speaking did not admit of treating of them as much in detail as line
could have wished. He had, howc~-er, endeavoured to direct attention to
the chief points in connection with each subject, and trusted that what he
had said would afford some direct instruction, and create an interest which
would lead to that study of the matter with which all lectures should be
supplemented.
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